











To: the attached list of consultees

CONSULTATION ON GUIDANCE TO SCHOOLS AND LEAS ON HOW TO SUPPORT COMPULSORY SCHOOL AGE PARENTS IN EDUCATION

The attached draft guidance comes out of Action Point 23 of the Social Exclusion Unit report on Teenage Pregnancy.  The Action Point committed DfEE and Department of Health to write guidance on how to support school age parents in education.

We would welcome your comments on three main areas:

1)	Did the guidance cover all the topics you would hope to see?
2)	Did you find the structure easy to follow?
3)	Was the language clear and appropriate?
Please structure your responses around these questions.

The main points covered in this guidance are:

	LEAs are responsible for ensuring all pupils are receiving a ‘suitable’ education, including school age mothers;
	Schools are responsible for the education of pupils on their roll and they are expected to work the young woman’s with parents or carers and the LEA to ensure her educational needs are met;
	The process and responsibilities when dealing with pregnancy in school, covering confidentiality and the input of social services;
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1.	Timing of consultation should be built into the planning process for a policy (including legislation) or service from the start, so that it has the best prospect of improving the proposals concerned, and so that sufficient time is left for it at each stage.

2.	It should be clear who is being consulted, about what questions, in what time scale and for what purpose.

3.	A consultation document should be as simple and consise as possible.  It should include a summary, in two pages at most, of the main questions it seeks views on.  It should make it as easy as possible for readers to respond, make contact or complain.

4.	Documents should be made widely available, with the fullest use of electronic means (though not to the exclusion of others), and effectively drawn to the attention of all interested groups or individuals.

5.	Sufficient time should be allowed for considered responses from all groups with an interest.  Twelve weeks should be the standard minimum period for a consultation.

6.	Responses should be carefully and open-mindedly analysed, and the results made widely available, with an account of the views expressed, and reasons for the decisions finally taken.

7.	Departments should monitor and evaluate consultations, designing a consultation co-ordinator who will ensure the lessons are disseminated.

The consultation on the Guidance on the education of school-age parents has complied with all of the above criteria.
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